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INTRODUCTION

Our heart beats as the result of an elegant interplay of 
ions at the cellular level. Ion channels for sodium (Na+), 
potassium (K+), and calcium (Ca2+) in the myocardial 
cellular membrane are responsible for allowing 
this interplay across the membrane. When genetic 
abnormalities cause these channels to be dysfunctional, 
the resulting cardiac channelopathies can predispose to 
life-threatening arrhythmias.

This article is the first in a planned series, the purpose 
of which is to familiarize the reader with the relevant 
features of the major cardiac channelopathies-long 
QT syndrome (LQTS), short QT syndrome (SQTS), 

Brugada syndrome (BS), and catecholaminergic 
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT). In this 
article we will discuss the basic science of the cardiac 
action potential, outline the different clinical entities 
(including some new information regarding overlapping 
diagnoses), specifically touching upon relevant genetics, 
new innovations in genetic screening, diagnosis, 
risk stratification, and management. The special 
considerations of sudden unexplained death (SUD) and 
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) are discussed. In 
future articles, we will go into further detail about CPVT, 
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BS, and SQTS. LQTS has recently been comprehensively 
reviewed in this journal.[1]

THE ACTION POTENTIAL

The ventricular cardiac myocyte action potential is 
responsible for the propagation of the electrical impulse 
through the ventricles. The relevant features of the 
cardiac action potential are reviewed in Figure 1.

CLINICAL ENTITIES AND GENETIC 
CONSIDERATIONS

General considerations

The cardiac channelopathies are caused by mutations 
affecting genes associated with various cardiac 
membrane channels (LQTS, SQTS, and BS) or cellular 
structures affecting Ca2+ availability (some forms of 
CPVT). The major genes and affected proteins are 
summarized in Table 1. The majority are autosomal 
dominant, with variable expressivity, although one 
form of LQTS is autosomal recessive (so-called Jervel 

and Lange-Nielson syndrome [JLNS]). Different triggers 
are classically associated with different syndromes, 
although these may vary within a given syndrome based 
on the specific mutation, as with LQTS. Initial symptoms 
include palpitations, syncope, near-syncope, seizures, 
and sudden cardiac death (SCD). Many channelopathies 
have typical findings on the electrocardiogram (EKG), but 
these findings may not always be present.[2]

Initial workup for these syndromes includes a thorough 
history and physical examination and 12 lead EKG. 
Treadmill exercise stress testing (LQTS and CPVT) 
and pharmacological testing (LQTS and BS) can be 
helpful in diagnosis.[2-5] Genetic testing can occasionally 
confirm the underlying mutation. Genetic testing can 
be helpful for risk stratification and also to guide 
genotype specific therapy, particularly for LQTS.[2] Risk 
stratification for some patients can be made a thorough 
assessment of their symptoms and clinical history, 
EKG abnormalities, and the location and nature of the 
underlying mutations.[6]

First line therapy usually involves medications, even 
sometimes for asymptomatic individuals discovered by 

Figure 1: Phases of the ventricular action potential with description of major events[1]

Phase 0 
Rapid depolarization

Phase 1 
Early repolarization

Phase 2 
Action potential plateau

Phase 3 
Final rapid 
repolarization

Phase 4 
Resting membrane 
depolarization and 
diastolic depolarization

Excitatory stimulus or 
pacemaker potential 
depolarizes cell 
membrane beyond 
−70 mV
At −70 mV, Na+ 
channels are activated 
and allow inward current 
INa (channel NaV1.5). 
This current is brief but 
enormous, peaking the 
membrane potential at 
+47 mV

The increase in potential 
from phase 0 results in 
opening of outward K+ 
channels and inward 
Ca2+ channels. There 
is repolarization from 
+47 mV to +10 mV due 
to rapid closure of I 
NaV1.5 and activation of 
transient outward K+ 
current IKto, slow (channel 
KV1.4) and IKto, fast 
(channel KV4.2/4.3)

The membrane potential 
remains depolarized 
near 0 mV. Plateau 
phase is maintained 
by two inward Ca2+ 
currents −ICa.T (channel 
CaVT.2) and ICa.L 
(channel CaV1.2) and 
four outward K+ currents 
described below

As the time dependent 
inward currents above 
inactivate, the outward 
K+ currents dominate 
and cause rapid 
repolarization. These 
are rapid IKr (channel 
KHERG), ultrarapid 
IKur (channel KV1.5) 
and slow IKS (channel 
KLVQT1)

The outward K+ channels 
in phase 3 deactivate, 
the membrane is 
repolarized to −40 mV. 
The inward rectifier 
current IKir (channel 
Kir2.1) continues to 
drive the membrane 
potential to −70 mV, and 
the voltage dependent 
Na+ channel which 
causes phase 0 remains 
inactivated till this 
happens
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ECG testing for other reasons or because other family 
members were diagnosed with the disease. Implantable 
cardioverter defibrillator (ICD) implantation has a clear 
role for secondary prevention for patients who have 
had a significant cardiac event (e.g., arrhythmia-related 
syncope or aborted sudden death [SD]) while on 
appropriate antiarrhythmic therapy. ICD implantation 
for primary prevention is more controversial.[7]

Left cardiac sympathetic denervation (LCSD) is a 
surgical intervention that has been shown to reduce 
the occurrence of ventricular arrhythmias in LQTS and 
CPVT.[8]

Long QT syndrome

As its name implies, LQTS is characterized by 
prolongation of the QT interval on ECGs. Figure 2 
for an example of EKG findings in LQTS. However, 
abnormal QT interval prolongation is not always seen 
in patients with genetically confirmed LQTS and the 
QT interval prolongation can vary between ECGs. 
Individuals with LQTS are at risk for a polymorphic 
ventricular tachycardia called torsades de pointes (TdP) 
and this arrhythmia is responsible for cardiac events 

(e.g., syncope, aborted SD, and SD). Figure 3 shows an 
example of TdP. Approximately, 5% will present with 
fatal arrhythmia as the first event.[9]

LQTS is the most common cardiac channelopathy. LQTS 
is estimated to occur in about 1 in 2500 persons.[4,9] 
Initial classification of inheritable LQTS was as the 
autosomal dominant Romano-Ward syndrome, and the 
rarer autosomal recessive form associated with bilateral 
sensorineural deafness, the JLNS. We now understand 
that the majority of LQTS is autosomal dominant. There 
are currently 14 types of LQTS described based on the 
specific gene involved, location of a mutation along 
the gene, and associated noncardiac findings. Subtypes 
are associated with different triggering events such as 
exercise, swimming, or loud sounds such as alarms.[9]

The first genes responsible for LQTS were elucidated 
in 1995. The majority of cases are ascribed to three 
major genes causing three major syndromes - KCNQ1 
causing LQTS1 (35%), KCNH2 causing LQTS2 (30%) and 
SCN5A causing LQTS3 (10%).[4,9] Mutations in KCNQ1 
and KCNH2 result in loss of function mutations of K+ 
repolarization currents, while SCN5A mutations result 

Table 1: Channelopathy associated genes[2]

Disease Affected channel Gene Protein
LQTS1 Potassium KCNQ1 Kv7.1
LQTS2 Potassium KCNH2 hERG Kv11.1
LQTS3 Sodium SCN5A Nav1.5
LQTS4 Calcium (related) ANK2 Ank-B
LQTS5 Potassium KCNE1 MinK
LQTS6 Potassium KCNE2 MiRP1
LQTS7 (Anderson-Tawil syndrome) Potassium KCNJ2 Kv2.1 Kir2.1
LQTS8 (Timothy syndrome) Calcium CACNA1C Cav1.2
LQTS9 Sodium (related) CAV3 M-Caveolin
LQTS10 Sodium SCN4B Navβ4
LQTS11 Potassium (related) AKAP9 Yotiao
LQTS12 Sodium (related) SNTA1 Syntropin
LQTS13 Potassium KCNJ5 Kv3.1 Kir3.4
LQTS14 Calcium RYR2 Ryanodine receptor
CPVT1 Calcium RYR2 Ryanodine receptor
CPVT2 Calcium CASQ2 Calsequestrin
CPVT3 Potassium KCNJ2 Kv2.1 Kir2.1
BS1 Sodium SCN5A Nav1.5
BS2 Sodium GPD1-L Glycerol-3-P-DH-1
BS3 (and SQTS4) Calcium CACNA1C Cav1.2
BS4 (and SQTS5) Calcium CACNB2B Voltage dependent β-2
BS5 Sodium SCN1B Navβ1
BS6 Potassium KCNE3 MiRP2
BS7 Sodium SCN3B Navβ3
BS8 Potassium KCNJ8 Kv6.1 Kir6.1
BS9 Potassium HCN4 Hyperpolarisation cyclic nucleotide gated 4
BS10 Sodium (related) MOG1 RAN-G-release factor
BS11 Potassium KCNE5 Potassium voltage gated channel sub family 

E member1 like
BS12 Potassium KCND3 Kv4.3 Kir4.3
BS13 Calcium CACNA2D1 Voltage dependent α2/δ1
SQTS1 Potassium KCNH2 hERG Kv11.1
SQTS2 Potassium KCNQ1 Kv7.1
SQTS3 Potassium KCNJ2 Kv2.1 Kir2.1
SQTS4 (and BS3) Calcium CACNA1C Cav1.2
SQTS5 (and BS4) Calcium CACNB2B Voltage dependent β-2

LQTS: Long QT syndrome, CPVT: Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, BS: Brugada syndrome, SQTS: Short QT syndrome
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in gain of function mutations in the Na+ channel.[4] JLNS 
is thought to be a homozygous form of LQTS1.

Torsades in individuals with LQTS1 is more typically 
triggered by exercise, especially swimming or diving.[4,10] 
Cardiac events in individuals with LQTS2 can be triggered 
by sudden loud noises or being startled. LQTS3 patients 
tend to have cardiac events while at rest or asleep[10] 
because the Na+ current is more prolonged at slower 
stimulus frequency.[11] However, there is considerable 
overlap in triggers for different LQTS types.

The Schwartz and Crotti score, proposed in 1993 and 
revised in 2011[12] can be used to diagnose LQTS when 
the situation is unclear [Table 2]. The Goldenburg 
criteria can be used to risk stratify clinically [Table 3].[4] 
Holter monitoring has not shown to be efficacious in the 
evaluation of LQTS.[13]

Initial management of LQTS involves medication-beta 
blockers are the mainstay of therapy for LQTS 1 and 

LQTS2,[4] and are emerging to be beneficial in LQTS3 
also.[6] The efficacy of beta blockers for LQTS3 may be 
mutation specific.[11] Beta-blockers are clearly effective 
in LQTS1 and LQTS2 though it appears females with 
LQTS2 are less protected. Beta-blocker therapy for 
LQTS3 is more efficacious than previously assumed.[10] 
Na+ channel blockers such as mexiletine, flecainide, and 
ranolazine have been used in LQTS3.[11] The response 
to Na+ channel blockade also appears to be mutation 
specific in LQTS3 and indicates a need for close EKG 
monitoring while testing the QT shortening effect of 
the Na+ channel blocker.[10] LCSD has also been shown 
to be beneficial in patients who are symptomatic despite 
beta blocker therapy.[6,8] Avoidance of drugs which 
can prolong the QT interval or trigger arrhythmias is 
important.[6] (An updated list of medications to avoid 
in patients with LQTS can be found at the website 
https://www.crediblemeds.org). Exercise restrictions are 
also important depending on the type of LQTS.[4]

Figure 2: Long QT syndrome electrocardiogram with T-wave alternans

Figure 3: Torsades de pointes
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Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular 
tachycardia

Individuals with CPVT generally have normal resting 
EKGs with a structurally and functionally normal heart. 
These patients are at risk for exercise-induced syncope or 
SD secondary to catecholamine dependent polymorphic 
ventricular tachycardia (often a bidirectional ventricular 
tachycardia). Cardiac events occur most commonly in 
children and adolescents, predominantly young males.[4,9] 
It is a significant cause of SUD which is discussed below.[4]

Exercise stress testing, Holter monitor recording, looping 
event monitors and implantable loop recorders can 
reveal ventricular ectopy or tachycardia during exercise 
or stress to help make the diagnosis.[4] Bidirectional 
ventricular tachycardia during such events is specific 
but insensitive.[10]

Autosomal dominant mutations in the RYR2 gene 
which encodes the ryanodine receptor/Ca2+ release 
channel, account for 50-65% of CPVT. This receptor 
regulates the release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum during the plateau of the action potential. 
Mutations result in uncontrolled release of Ca2+ during 
catecholaminergic stimulation.[4,9] A rarer subtype, 
CPVT2 is caused by autosomal recessive mutations in 
CASQ2 which encodes calsequestrin, the major Ca2+ 
binding protein in the sarcoplasmic reticulum. This 
has more severe features and earlier onset.[4,9] A third 
syndrome, CPVT3 occurs with mutations in the KCNJ2 
K+ channel gene, and can be misdiagnosed as LQTS7 
(Anderson-Taweil syndrome).[4]

There is less data available to help risk stratification 
and prognostication based on mutation or affected 
domain.[10] However, we do know that CPVT3 may be 
more responsive to primary therapy with flecainide or 
mexiletine and that LCSD has lesser effect in CPVT3.[10]

Untreated CPVT has mortality as high as 30-50%, with 
earlier episodes associated with poor prognosis.[4] 
First line therapy is with beta-blockers, however there 
is higher breakthrough rates during therapy.[10] In a 
retrospective study from Mayo clinic, 8 years rate of 
arrhythmic events for patients with CPVT treated with 
beta-blockers was 37%, near-fatal events was 15%, and 
fatal events was 6%.[8] Addition of Ca2+ channel blockers 
improves protection.[4] Flecainide has been shown to be 
beneficial in CPVT patients.[14] LCSD has been shown to 
be effective in patients who were symptomatic despite 
beta-blocker therapy.[8] ICD placement is indicated in 
cases of aborted SCD, episodes during exercise, and with 
poor control on medication,[4] but should be reserved as a 
last resort in CPVT.[10] Due to the nature of CPVT, the fear 
of ICD discharge may result in more catecholaminergic 
discharge, and may lead to a vicious cycle of tachycardia 
and shocks, known as ICD storm.[8]

Brugada syndrome

BS accounts for 4-12% of SCD.[4] BS appears related to 
mutations affecting Na+ channels. There are currently 
more than 300 mutations described, mostly autosomal 
dominant, affecting the SCN5A gene, leading to loss of 
Na+ channel function in a variety of ways (Interestingly, 
mutations in other parts of this gene lead to LQTS3). 
Other genes affecting the Na+ channel are also implicated 
in BS are summarized in Table 1.[4,6,9]

BS is typified by classical finding of coved ST-segment 
elevation in anterior precordial leads, as demonstrated 
in Figure 4.[6] Cardiac events secondary to ventricular 
tachycardia typically occur in young adults but have been 
described in children and infants.[4] Individuals with BS 
develop a monomorphic ventricular tachycardia; often 
precipitated during sleep or rest, and especially fever.[6] 
It is thought that some SCN5A mutations alter the Na+ 
channel in a temperature dependent manner. Males have 
arrhythmic events more frequently, and there is thought 
to be a gender effect on ion channel expression.[11]

Table 2: Updated Schwartz score[3]

Risk factors Points
EKG findings*

A. QTcƗ
≥480 ms 3
460-479 ms 2
450-459 ms (men) 1

B. QTcƗ fourth minute of recovery from exercise 
stress test ≥480 ms

1

C. TdPƗƗ 2
D. T-wave alternans 1
E. Notched T-wave in 3 leads 1
F. Low heart rate for age# 0.5

Clinical history
A. SyncopeƗƗ

With stress 2
Without stress 1

B. Congenital deafness 0.5
Family history

A. Family members with definite LQTS 1
B. Unexplained SCD at age <30 years among 
immediate family members¥

0.5

*In the absence of medications or disorders known to affect these EKG 
features, ƗQTc calculated by Bazett’s formula where QTc = QT/√RR, 
ƗƗMutually exclusive, #Resting heart rate below the second percentile for age, 
¥The same family member cannot be counted in A and B. Score ≤1 point: 
Low probability of LQTS, 1.5-3 points: Intermediate probability of LQTS, 
≥3.5 points high probability of LQTS. LQTS: Long QT syndrome, EKG: 
Electrocardiogram, TdP: Torsade de pointes, SCD: Sudden cardiac death

Table 3: Goldenburg criteria for risk stratification 
in long QT[4]

Very high risk (secondary prevention)
Postcardiopulmonary resuscitation
Spontaneous TdP

High risk (primary prevention)
QTc >500 ms
Prior syncope

Low risk
QTc <500 ms and no prior syncope

TdP: Torsade de pointes
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The EKG findings are often concealed, but drug challenge 
with Na+ channel blockers such as flecainide and ajmaline 
can be used to elicit these EKG findings.[11] The role of 
electrophysiological testing is controversial.[6]

Data regarding gene specific prognostication and 
stratification is sparse. The presence of SCN5A does not 
seem to affect the clinical outcome.[10]

Quinidine and beta blockers have been used to treat 
BS.[6] It seems that in children, clinical picture is 
frequently dominated by tachycardia induced conduction 
disturbances, such as fever related arrhythmias.[6] Fever 
management is important in BS.[11] It is important to avoid 
certain medications. An updated list of medications to 
avoid in patients with BS can be found at the website 
(www.brugada-drugs.org).

In cases of survived arrest, only ICD implantation has 
been shown to be of proven efficacy. Placement of ICD in 
symptomatic children is not without potential problems 
and is not completely protective against arrhythmic 
death.[15] Inappropriate shocks and other complications 
related to the presence of an ICD may occur at a 
higher rate for children, and may be compounded by 
the likely need for an ICD (with multiple revisions) 
for many decades.[15,16] The use of electrophysiology 
testing (EPT) for risk stratification and determining 
who should get an ICD for primary prevention remains 
controversial, as studies have found different rates of 
subsequent clinical events in patients with positive 
electrophysiology studies, only partly explained by 
differences in protocols used.[15] Additionally, there are 
nontrivial false positive and false negative rates with 
EPT, as well as poor reproducibility.[17]

Short QT syndrome

SQTS was first described in 2000. It is characterized by 
shortening of the QT interval. It is the severest form of the 
major channelopathies, with cardiac arrest/SCD being 

the most common presentation. Events occur during 
rest, sleep or exertion.[4]

Gain of function mutations in three K+ channel 
genes have been associated with SQTS, causing three 
syndromes-SQTS1 caused by mutations in hERG, SQTS2 
caused by mutations in KCNQ1 and SQTS3 caused by 
mutations in KCNJ2.[4]

ICD placement is the only proven therapy in SQTS and 
is the first line of therapy given the severe nature of the 
syndrome.[4]

Other channelopathies

Other channelopathies involving mutations affecting the 
Na+ channel include cardiac conduction disease, dilated 
cardiomyopathy, sick sinus syndrome, and familial atrial 
fibrillation.[6]

SUDDEN UNEXPLAINED DEATH 
AND CHANNELOPATHIES

Sudden unexplained death

The SD of young persons is a tragic event. On autopsy 
examination, many different causes of SD can be 
identified.[18] The most common cause of SD is SCD, 
defined as death from a cardiac cause occurring shortly 
after the onset of symptoms.[6] Many cases of SCD 
have identifiable abnormalities such as hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy, arrhythmogenic right ventricular 
cardiomyopathy, coronary artery anomalies or 
myocarditis.[18] However, a significant proportion 
of SD (3-53%) has no identifiable cause on autopsy 
examination, and these are labeled SUD.[18] SUD occurs at 
about 33/million people/year.[19] SUD of young persons 
is a rare occurrence, best studied in the developed 
world, with an incidence of 1.3-8.5/100,000 patient 
years.[18]

Cardiac channelopathies account for approximately one-
third of SUD cases.[6] SD can be the first presentation of an 
underlying channelopathy. Evaluations of patients with 
SUD has included molecular autopsy (genetic assessment 
of the deceased individual, looking for underlying 
pathogenic mutations which may explain the SUD) and 
cascade screening (clinical and/or genetic investigation 
of immediate relatives of the deceased person), in 
an attempt to find individuals at risk for potentially 
treatable life-threatening arrhythmias.[18]

Clinical and genetic evaluation

In clinical assessments of surviving family members 
after SUD, the diagnostic yield for inheritable cardiac 
arrhythmias has been 22-53%, with a higher likelihood 
when the decedent was younger (1-10 years). The 
limitation of clinical assessment alone is that there 
are incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity 

Figure 4: Brugada syndrome electrocardiogram findings. 
(a) Normal, (b) Brugada syndrome
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of channelopathy causing mutations, resulting in 
underdiagnosis.[18]

“Next Generation” genetic sequencing panels geared 
toward the detection of the major channelopathy causing 
mutations are becoming more readily available, cheaper, 
faster, and more accurate. Next Generation sequencing 
for LQTS testing has a sensitivity of 72%.[20]

Molecular autopsy series have revealed mutations 
associated with channelopathies in approximately 
25-35%.[18,21] The largest molecular autopsy series, from the 
Mayo Clinic, revealed that 26% of SUD cases were associated 
with a LQTS or CPVT associated mutation, and another 16% 
had polymorphisms previously associated with inherited 
arrhythmias. Females were more likely to have a mutation, 
especially in adolescents. Mutation positive females tended 
to have LQTS associated mutations, and males more often 
had CPVT associated mutations.[18,22]

Standardized guidelines for autopsy practices in SUD in the 
young have been put forward by the trans-Tasman response 
against SD in the young in 2008, and an expert consensus 
statement was published by the Heart Rhythm Society and 
the European Heart Rhythm Association in 2011.[18,22]

Currently, there are no consensus guidelines for the extent 
of clinical evaluation of survivors, but it is reasonable 
to include thorough history and physical examination, 
EKG, stress testing (if age appropriate), Holter monitor 
recording (especially if stress testing cannot be done), 

and echocardiogram.[18] An algorithm for clinical decision 
making for testing of family members is outlined [Table 4].[23]

Although both clinical and molecular screening methods 
appear to reveal a roughly similar rate of cardiac 
channelopathies, it is unclear which method will be 
more cost effective. In their elegant review paper, Tester 
et al. discussed that this will depend on multiple factors: 
The type of SD (SIDS expected to be less revealing than 
SUD), the extent of the clinical workup, the size of the 
family, and with regard to molecular autopsy, whether 
to perform all-inclusive screening or tiered approach.[9]

It is reasonable to follow and consider subsequent re-
testing of family members in cases of SUD where there is 
reasonable clinical suspicion of a cardiac channelopathy 
and a disease associated mutation is not initially found, 
since current testing is not 100% sensitive, and it is likely 
that the fidelity of tests and the spectrum of relevant 
mutations will advance with time.[23]

Team approach

Genetic counselors also form an important part of the 
management team, helping to guide testing of the index 
patient and family members, and aiding clinicians and 
patients in interpreting test results.[23,24]

Special considerations in resuscitated cardiac arrest

Approximately 28% of survivors of cardiac arrest 
have cardiac channelopathies.[25] Based on available 

Table 4: Decision making algorithm[5]
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data it appears that about two-third of survivors have 
an inherited cardiac disease, but cardiac arrest due 
to channelopathies is survived less frequently than 
structural inheritable cardiac pathology. Proposed 
clinical investigation pathway includes a thorough 
history and physical examination, EKG, echocardiogram, 
and possibly a treadmill exercise stress test. If the 
echocardiogram does not reveal the likely etiology of 
SD, clinical investigation of the family is important 
(including family medical history and EKGs of available 
family members). Genetic testing may be beneficial in 
confirming the presence of a channelopathy. In the 
absence of diagnosis, provocative tests such as ajmaline 
or flecainide administration for BS, or epinephrine or 
isoproterenol for CPVT may be helpful.[19]

Cardiac channelopathies and sudden infant 
death syndrome

SIDS is defined as SD of seemingly healthy children of 
age <10-year. The incidence of SIDS varies across the 
world.[26] About 10-20% of SIDS cases are attributed to 
genetic mutations associated with channelopathies.[6,26,27]

Mutations associated with LQTS1 and LQTS3 have 
been related to SIDS.[26] Mutations in the genes 
encoding the beta sub-units of Na channels have also 
been implicated.[28] Interestingly, a loss of function 
mutation in the K+ channel encoding gene KCNJ8 has 
also been associated with SIDS. It is hypothesized that 
this mutation causes maladaptation to stress such as 
endotoxemia.[27] A Japanese study looking more broadly 
at the characteristics of all infantile LQTS, found that 84% 
of all cases were diagnosed in the fetal or neonatal period. 
LQTS1 was associated with most risk of a first cardiac 
event, but LQTS2 and LQTS3 more exclusively caused VT 
or TdP.[29] QT intervals were found to be longest around 
2 months of age.[30] Fetal magnetocardiography and 
echocardiography have been used to assess fetal LQTS. 
Sinus bradycardia is a common finding. Transplacental 
magnesium and lidocaine, and prenatal beta-blocker 
therapies have been used for management.[31]

While less commonly studied or identified, mutations 
associated with CPVT, SQTS, and BS have been linked 
to SIDS.[26]

There is an ongoing debate about the utility of ECG 
screening in newborns. Studies from Italy and Japan 
demonstrate similar detection rates of LQTS from EKG 
screening of neonates (1:2500), and argue for the cost-
effectiveness and efficacy of this approach.[30] A high 
number of false positives and the high number needed to 
treat are considerations against this.[26] Another approach 
would be to screen newborns in the setting of prior SIDS 
in first-degree relatives.[26] One must be cautious in the 
interpretation of neonatal ECGs for LQTS. For unknown 
reasons, many newborns have a prolonged QT interval 

without electrolyte abnormalities or LQTS, especially in 
the first few days of life.

Overlapping diagnoses

A number of syndromes and symptoms are associated 
in the literature with channelopathies.

JLNS has been associated with about 4% of patients 
with the bilateral sensorineural loss.[32] However this 
association may have been overestimated in the era 
before genetic testing, and newer studies seem to reflect 
the similar rate of LQTS causing mutations in deaf 
children, as in the general population.[33]

There is overlap between seizure disorders and cardiac 
channelopathies. Sudden unexpected death in epilepsy 
(SUDEP) has an incidence of 6-9/1000 person years in 
epilepsy surgery programs. Channelopathy associated 
mutations have been identified in 13% of patients with 
SUDEP.[34] Seizures triggered by exercise, emotion, 
sudden stimuli, seizures unresponsive to anti-seizure 
medications, and seizures in the setting of family 
history of SD, syncope, or obvious EKG abnormalities, 
should all be viewed with suspicion for underlying 
channelopathy.[35]

In patients with BS, fever is a well-known arrhythmogenic 
trigger because SCN5A mutations alter the temperature 
sensitivity of fast inactivation of the Na+ channel. This 
may cause “Apparent Life-Threatening Events (ALTEs)” 
and even SUD or SIDS in susceptible infants in the setting 
of febrile illnesses.[3]

As many as 30% of victims of drowning-related deaths 
have been found to have cardiac channelopathies.[36,37]

Patients with SCN5A mutations have been found to have 
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). In a recent study, 2% of 
patients with IBS were found to have SCN5A mutations, 
and in one case, mexiletine administration even caused 
normalization of bowel habits. It is hypothesized that 
channelopathies are involved in the pathogenesis of 
some forms of IBS.[38]

There is also a co-existence of iron-deficiency anemia, 
hypergastrinemia and gastric hyperplasia associated with 
LQT1. This suggests both a role for the gene KCNQ1 in 
gastric secretion, but also a role for gastrin as a marker 
of arrhythmia severity.[39,40]

Interestingly, in a study from the USA, 36% of patients 
with drug-induced LQTS possessed known arrhythmia 
associated mutations.[41]

New innovations in diagnosis and management

Since the elucidation of the genetic basis of LQTS in 
the mid-1990’s, there has been tremendous progress 
made in the discovery of putative mutations and genes 
responsible for different channelopathies. With this 
ever-enlarging fund of known pathogenic mutations, 
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comes the growing number of variants of unknown 
significance (VUS). Researchers continue to work on 
better understanding how to stratify the risk of life-
threatening arrhythmia based on the genotype and 
phenotype of the individual.

The delta T50 is a measure of the variability of ventricular 
repolarization (at 50% of the T-wave downslope). It has 
been used to identify patients with LQTS in combination 
with QT interval cut-offs, as well as identifying patients 
at higher risk for cardiac events.[42]

Rest and exercise QT interval measurements have been 
used to create a validated algorithm for diagnosing 
LQTS.[43] End recovery QT interval measurements 
have also been used, and in combination with clinical 
history and mutation-specific information, can aid in 
understanding the pathogenicity of VUS.[44]

A recent study assessed the combination of age and sex 
associated risk factors with mutation-specific information 
for stratifying LQTS, and found that during childhood 
age range, male risk of SD is higher, whereas post-
adolescence the risk is similar. The presence of mutations 
affecting the cytoplasmic loop of the K+ channel (known 
to increase the risk of SD), has a greater effect on 
females than males.[45] It is possible that similar effects 
may be discovered in other channelopathies. Patients 
with mutations in the KCNQ1 gene affecting a specific 
portion of the K channel (C-loop missense mutations) 
demonstrate a higher risk for life-threatening events 
and have a greater benefit from beta-blocker therapy.[46] 
However, some studies have not reflected the same 
increase in QTc on exercise, nor improvement with beta 
blockade.[47]

Copy number variations (CNV) are a form of genetic 
abnormality which may explain the genetic basis of 
channelopathies in cases where there is no identifiable 
point mutation.[48] It is conceivable that in the future, 
CNV may be added to genetic screens.

Since the first report in 2006, bench researchers have 
made use of “induced pluripotent stem cell” systems 
to study the electrophysiological and pharmacological 
characteristics of cardiomyocyte cells that are specific 
to an individual patient and his/her mutation and 
channelopathy. This technology has huge potential to 
aid our understanding of individual channelopathies 
and further steer the management of channelopathies 
in an individualistic, genotype-specific manner in the 
future.[49-51]

One of the potential areas of debate is the feasibility 
and efficacy of population screening in some form, to 
identify channelopathies and potentially prevent lethal 
arrhythmias. School based EKG screening programs 
have reflected similar rates and clinical characteristics 
as larger population studies.[52] In a population study 

from New Zealand, cardiac/genetic registries in 
combination with the family screening program, have 
been shown to be a feasible alternative to widespread 
EKG screening.[53]

CONCLUSION

Inherited cardiac channelopathies are a very 
important cause of arrhythmia-related cardiac events, 
including SUD. The past two decades have seen rapid 
strides in our understanding of the disease burden, 
epidemiology, genetic basis and clinical correlation of 
the channelopathies. Scientists and clinicians continue 
to reconcile the rapidly growing body of knowledge 
regarding the molecular mechanisms and genetics, with 
risk stratification and management strategies for the 
clinical entities. As genetic testing becomes more rapidly 
available, we hope that it will be more easily available 
across the globe. In the meanwhile, we continue to 
improve our understanding of the various clinical entities 
and their diagnosis and management in clinical setting 
even without gene testing. The future promises exciting 
new developments in our ability to use the genetic and 
molecular information to better screen, recognize, and 
tailor management of these potentially lethal cardiac 
channelopathies.
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